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CHAPTER I 
INTRCDDCTIOR AKD THE PROBLEM 
INTRODUCTION
Sislly Cotmty (Flgnre 1) vas organized in 1883, six 
years before the state vas organized. It consists of 1,008 
square miles or 5^7,271*07 acres. There are tventy-elght 
tovnshlps, each being six miles square, except those bor­
dering the Missouri.
There are three tovns In the county, Onlda, Agar and 
Okobojo. Onlda Is the county seat, vlth a population of 
1,050; Agar Is a small tovn nine miles north of Onlda, 
vlth a population of 135; and Okobojo Is a small village 
In the vest end of the county vlth a population of about 
25# The population of the county as a vhole Is about 
2,668.
Sully County vas named after Alfred Sully, an old 
Indian fighter, vho first came Into the area In 1856.
General Sully first established Fort Sully three miles 
east of the present State capltol. In 1866, the post vas 
abandoned and a nev site selected thirty-five miles up the 
river In vhat later became Sully County.
Sully County Is chiefly an agricultural area vlth 
most of the population made up of farmers. There are 
several small artificial lakes In the county. It Is bounded
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by Hughes County on the south, Potter County to the north^ 
and Hyde County to the east.
The Missouri River which borders It on the west, has 
caused the loss of millions of dollars to farmers and ran­
chers due to floods. The flood of the spring of 1952 caused 
more damage than any of the previous floods with loss of 
much livestock and property.
The spring floods created a problem for parents In 
getting children to school. Miany roads wore made Impassible 
by these flood waters and many bridges were washed away.
The Oahe Dam Is being erected at the present time to 
control such disasters and the United States' Engineers have 
spent much time and money In studying the flood situation of 
this county. This Important problem of the county has had a 
direct effect upon the schools of the county.
One federal highway, Ü. 8. 83, a bituminous surface, 
runs through the county. In addition, the county can boast 
of gravelled roads leading Into Agar and Onlda tram the 
east and west. Many roads are typical rural dirt roads. 
These are a problem to the schools of the county, as many 
days of the school year are lost because the roads are 
blocked In the winter due to snow; and In the spring, due 
to mud and floods. The Chicago and Northwestern Railroad 
passes through both Agar and Onlda and serves the county 
adequately.
if
South Dakota is trying to follow in the footsteps of 
Illinois I New York, Wisconsin and Washington in bringing 
about a reorganization of schools for better and more effi­
cient school districts. Sully County, as well as many other 
counties, is working on school district reorganization at 
the present time.
Laws have been passed by the legislature of this 
state making possible the combining of districts or changing 
of district boundaries so as to bring about more satis­
factory school districts. Special committees have been 
appointed to handle the problems that are confronted in 
reorganization. Their aim is a great reduction in the 
number of school districts with equalization of taxes and 
better schools as a whole for their children.
School district reorganization is imperative in Sully 
County. The job now being done in the schools of the county 
is far below what it should be. This is not the fault of 
the county superintendent but rather of conditions which 
exist under the present setup of school district organi­
zation. Conditions have greatly changed in the past twenty 
to thirty years, warranting a change in the present district 
plan. A check into buildings, curricula, and equipment 
reveals quite obviously that some children of Sully County 
do not have an opportunity equal to that of other children 
in the county or Children in other counties and states for
a veil rounded education*
THE PROBLEM
Statement gg problem. The purpose of this 
professional paper vas to Investigate the present school 
district situation In Sully County; to present the criteria 
and goals of a good school district; and, finally, to 
present a proposed plan of district reorganization for 
Sully County*
Information for this paper vas obtained from the 
follovlng sourcess
1* Visits to each high school In the county to study buildings, currlculums, and local problems*
2* Records of the Sully County Superintendent of Schools, County Treasurer, and County Auditor*
3. State and county highway records.
hm Books, periodicals, and pamphlets treating the subject of redlstrlcting*
5* Personal visitation and conferences vlth special­ists In the field of education*
IÙÊ delimitation field sL atudv. The
study was restricted to a comparison of the educational and 
financial aspects of all common. Independent and consoli­
dated schools of Sully County, vlth the proposed reorganized 
districts of this area* This area Is composed of tventy- 
nlne common school districts, one Independent district and 
one consolidated district* Onlda and Agar are the trade.
commnlty and high school centers for this area.
The study vas not concerned with the reorgcmlzatlon 
procedures that may he necessary to carry out the proposed 
plan.
Dflflnitiong isOS. ̂ ased. The following terms will 
appear frequently In this study, and will be used as defined 
hereint
1. "Attendance area" comprises the geographical area with Its population served by a single school, and does not necessarily constitute a local tcoclng unit or have an Independent system of administration.
2. "Administrative area" comprises all the area under a single system of administration and may be composed of more than one attendance or school unit.
3. "School" means the single unit idiereln Instruc­tion of pupils takes place.
hm "School district" Is synonymous with administra­tive area.
5» "Reorganisation" means realignment of adminis­trative areas.
6. "Redlstrlcting" Is synonymous with reorganization.
7. "Consolidation" Is the realignment of attendance areas after reorganization has taken place.
8. "Common School District" Is €uiy territory organized for school purposes, not Included In any Independent district or consolidated district.
9» "Independent School District" Is any territoryorganized for school purposes, having within Its boundaries any city or Incorporated town. The boun­daries may or may not coincide with the boundaries of the city or town therein.
10. "Consolidated School District" Is a districtformed when any two or more districts unite, either by
the formation of a nev district or by the annexation of one or more districts to an existing district in vhich is maintained a graded school or high school authorized by lav.
11. "Current expenditure per enrolled pupil" is the amount, excluding capital outlay and debt service, spent annually for each pupil by a school district. This is given as an average, found by dividing the current expenditures by the enrollment.
12. "Per-pupil-cost" is synonymous vith annual expenditures per enrolled pupil.
13. "Average" has the same meaning as the arith­metical mean. It is found by adding all the figures of a group and dividing the sum by the number of figures.
Importance of the Study. The educators and the 
people of Sully County are faced vith the problem of inq)rov- 
ing the educational program for their children. Reorgani­
zation into larger administrative areas under vhich attendance 
areas can be set up is a method of reorganization of school 
districts vhich seems to be an ansver to this problem.
This study vill furnish information for:
1. The school administrator in case the plan is 
adopted.
2. The public in viev of a pending election on reor­
ganization.
3# The county reorganization committee concerning 
the reorganization plan if such a committee is set up.
Reviev ̂  the Proposed Plan. This is a proposed plan 
to reorganize the tventy-nine common school districts, one
8
Independent district and one consolidated district into 
two consolidated districts. Bach consolidated district 
will make up an administrative area built around a trade 
area, community and high school center. One administrative 
area will have six attendance areas with the other adminis­
trative area having seven attendance areas. This proposed 
plan will provide for an overall equalization of taxation, 
better educational opportunities under proper supervision 
and free transportation.
CHAPTER II 
SULLY COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICTS, 1950-1951
This chapter is concerned with conditions that 
existed among the Sully Connty school districts in 1950-51» 
and vill discuss points of interest and importance in regard 
to enrollments, finance, school plants, and teachers.
DISTRICT ORGANIZATION
The thirty-one school districts include tventy-nine 
common school districts, one independent school district, 
and one consolidated school district. The ccrnmon school 
districts maintained only elementary schools; the inde­
pendent and consolidated districts each operated one ele­
mentary school and one high school. Four of the common 
school districts did not operate a school at all and children 
living in these districts vere sent to school in neighboring 
districts.
Figure 2 shovs the school districts of Sully County 
vith the location of each of the schools in the county. It 
also shovs the school districts idiich no longer operate a 
school.
Heading the Sully County schools is the County 
Superintendent vho must hold at least a state certificate 
valid in the state at the date of induction into office and
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for a period of at least one year prior to this* He most 
also have had at least two years of teaching experience*^
The connty superintendent has general supervision of 
all schools in the oonnty and direct supervision of all 
schools in the county except in independent and consolidated 
districts where a four year high school is established and 
a superintendent employed* 2
The county superintendent approves all private school 
instruction and has the right of supervision over these 
schools at all times*3 The salary of the county superin­
tendent for the year 1950-51 was $2,900.00
In addition to the responsibilities already mentioned, 
the county superintendent has a Icmg list of powers and 
duties to perform as set forth in the South Dakota Code^
Title 15.
Each common school district has a board of education 
consisting of three members, each member elected for a 
term of three years* The independent and consolidated dis­
tricts have a board of education consisting of five members, 
each elected for a term of three years* A treasurer is also 
elected for a term of three years* Working with the board 
of education in each of these independent and consolidated
^South Dakota Code (1939) 15.1001* 
15.100»»-.
3lbld.. 15.1005.
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districts is a superintendent, vho may be appointed by the 
board to serve as the chief executive officer of the school 
district.
In the four districts where schools were closed the 
majority of the students were being sent to the two city 
schools where the students receive better social and educa­
tional opportunities. It would have been to the students * 
advantage financially to attend a near-by common district 
school, but they undertook the extra expense of travel to 
get the educational advantages of the larger school.
SmOLLMENTS
The enrollments in the school districts of Sully 
County varied in the common districts from three pupils in 
District 12 to sixteen pupils in District 28. In the 
independent and consolidated school districts the enroll­
ments varied from seventy-seven in Agar, Consolidated 
District No. 1, to 216 in Qnida, Independent District No. 1. 
The average number of pupils in each common school district 
was just over eight, based on the number of common school 
districts that actually operate schools.
Data in Table I through XI was taken from the County 
Superintendent’s Annual Report, 1950-1951* As can be seen 
by referring to Table I, four common districts had no 
enrollment. This indicates that no school operated in these
TABLB* I
EKROLLMENTS, ASSESSED VALUATIONS, MILL LEVIES, REVENUE RECEIPTS. CURRENTEXPENDITURES, AND CURRENT EXPENDITURES PER ENROLLED PUPIL IN SULLY CCÜHTY
SCHOOL DISTRICTS, 1950-1951
Enroll- Assessed Common School DistrictsMill Revenue Current CurrentDlst. ments Valuations Levies Receipts Expenditures Expenditures Enrolled uui
2 - 2 9 $ 167,311.00 10.2 * 4,089.79 t 4,553.47 $ 505.94
3 - 2 11 302,712.00 12.15 5,760.79 5,002.42 454.76
5 - 2 19 433,389.00 10.91 5,841.96 5,214.33 274.43
6 309,431.00 2.51 2,109.74 1,763.00
7 - 2 13 243,722.00 15.00 6,588.53 5,823.89 447.99
8 - 2 15 403,607.00 11.91 4,107.74 5,048.85 336.59
9 • 10 364,369.00 8.18 2,604.33 3,014.55 301.45
10 -2 13 403,725.00 13.70 6,281.42 5,354.49 411.88
11 7 458,854.00 7.09 4,262.99 3,211.00 458.71
12 3 282,431.00 8.41 3,219.90 3,494.04 1,164.68
13 4 187,979.00 11.72 2,634.08 2,331.52 582.88
14 4 251,086.00 17.19 2,631.03 3,001.95 750.48 G
TABLE I (continued)
AR0LLMENT8, ASSESSED TALDATIONS, MILL LEVIES, REVENDE RECEIPTS, CÜRRBRTEXPERDITDRES, AND CDRRERT SXPERDITDRES PER ERROLIED PDPIL IN SDLLY CODHTYSCHOOL DISTRICTS, 1950-1951
Common Sobool Districts 
Enroll- Assessed Mill Revenue Current CurrentDlst, ments Valuations Levies Receipts Expenditures Expenditures per 
----------- — ------------------------------------ :_____________________ Enron ed nun1l
15 12 $ 173,033.00 11.48 $ 3,051.85 $ 2,437.94 1 203.16
16 10 *<•73 A U . 00 9.96 4,239.67 3,621.28 362.13
17 6 147,531.00 14.86 2,367.52 2,041.99 340.33
18 10 286,083.00 10.21 2,403.71 3,687.32 368.73
1 9 - 2 13 305,7*»6.00 13.27 6,346.56 5,297.76 407.52
20 7 424,968.00 4.98 630.62 3,022.88 431.84
21 6 200,504.00 11.97 3,325.73 2,871.00 478.50
22 326,814.00 2.59 1,078.40 686.55
23 16 386,331.00 8.60 4,144.39 2,798.67 174.91
2>f - 2 17 383,691.00 11.24 4,476.83 5,314.95 312.64
25 6 458,250.00 6.74 3,518.97 3,286.35 547.89
26 389,020.00 5.74 2,773.75 1,874.52 !r
TfîBJjË I (continued)
;OLLMBNTS, ASSESSED VALUATIONS. MILL LEVIES. REVENDE RECEIPTS. CURRENT>ENDITURES, AND CURRENT EXPENDITURES PER ENROLLED PUPIL IN SULLY COUNTY
SCHOOL DISTRICTS, 1950-1951
Enroll- Assessed -# Mill Revenue Current CurrentDlst. ments Valtiatlons Levies Receipts Expenditures Expenditures per Enrolled nunll
27 9 $ 152,325.00 iS.kh $ 2,786.99 # 3,287.7^ i 365.30
28 16 201,465.00 10.79 3,667.49 3,177.23 198.57
31 6 149,880.00 9.55 2,485.67 2,681.57 446.92
32 113,805.00 6.12 436.58 422.50
33 5 92,395.00 6.37 2,177.04 2,710.28 542.05
W f P W M t  Ssbasi District
1Onlda 216 925,914.00 42.37 
Consolidated
60,997.80 
gSMal District
66,469.18 307.92
1Agar 77 578,545.00 37:50 24,813.94 25,633.62 332.90
HVI
TABLE I (eontlniied)
ElmOLLMBBTS, ASSESSED VALUATIONS, HILL LEVIES, REVENUE RECEIPTS, CURRENTEXPENDITURES, AND CURRENT EXPENDITURES PER ENROLLED PUPIL IN SULLY COUNTY
SCHOOL DISTRICTS, 1950-1951
lax Sagb i m  aLEnroll- Assessed Hill Revenue CurrentDlst. ments Valuations Levies Receipts Expenditures Current Expenditures per
Common 2k? $8,^73,870.00 10.07 $100,044.07 $97,036.04
925,914.00 42.37 60,997.80 66,469.18
Inde­pendent 216
Consoli­dated 77 578,545.00 37.50 24,613.94 25,633.62
$ 430.81 
307.92 
332.90
Source: County Superintendent's Annual Report for Common and IndependentSchool Districts of Sully County, July 1, 1950, to June 30, 1951.
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districts either because the children vere sent to neighbor­
ing districts or because there vere no children of school 
age in the district.
assessed YALUATIOSS
The assessed valuations for the districts also shov 
considerable variation. The valuations of the common school 
districts ranged all the vay from $92,39^*00 In District 33 
to 733^12.00 in District 16. The independent district 
valuation vas $92$,91^#00  ̂and the consolidated district 
valuation vas 1578,5^5*00
KELL LEVIES
Among the common school districts. District 6 had a 
low levy of 2.51 mills while District 27 had a high levy of 
18.44 mills. An additional county levy of 2.19 mills vas 
made on each common district which did not maintain a high 
school. The purpose of this levy, referred to as a county 
tuition levy, was to provide funds vith which to send local 
pupils to districts which did operate high schools.
In the Independent and consolidated districts the 
mill levies ranged from 37*50 mills in Agar, District Ho. 1, 
to 42.17 mills In Onlda, District Ho. 1.
The legal maximum levy for current expenditures in 
common school districts for the biennium 1949 to 1951 w s
18
20 mills. In the independent and consolidated districts, 
the maximum levy for current expenditures was mills.
Under certain conditions and for special purposes the dis­
tricts can go slightly over the maximum levy.^ The state 
allows school districts to levy up to 3 mills for the sink­
ing fund which can be used for building purposes. As can 
be noted In Table I under the mill levy section, the Onlda 
School District had gone over the limit of kO mills that was 
authorized for current expenditures. The levy limits Im­
posed by law do not Include levies for bonded Indebtedness. 
In South Dakota a school district can bond for building 
purposes up to 5 per cent of the assessed valuation.
For agricultural land that Is located In an Indepen­
dent district the mill levy cannot exceed 12.8 mills If the 
land Is valued at $17 an acre or less. This clearly Indi­
cates an Inequality In taxation, as most land reaches that 
valuation figure; In which case It Is taxed at an 8 mill 
rate. The remainder of the taxpayers of the Independent 
district must meet the regular levy as set by the district 
officers. Unfair as this situation may be, It Is created by 
existing laws and cannot be corrected until the laws are 
repealed or amended.
As shown In Table I districts which did not operate
^South Dakota Code. Sec. 57*051^ to 57*0520, Inclusive.
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schools had low mill levies. To cite a few examples, Dis­
trict 6 had a levy of only 2.51 mills, District 33 had a 
levy of 6.37 mills, and District 32 had a levy of 6.7^ 
mills. The reasons for the low levies were either that the 
children of these districts were sent to neighboring dis­
tricts or that there were no children of school age In the 
districts. In sending the children to other districts, the 
local district pays the tuition cost of each student sent, 
together with transportation costs In some cases. It Is 
obvious that the mill levy necessary to provide In this 
manner for a small number of pupils would be less than the 
levy necessary to operate a school. It Is also obvious that 
the loss of local control, a common argument against redls- 
trlctlng. Is voluntarily relinquished when children are sent 
to school outside the heme district, whether It be an ele­
mentary school or a high school#
Studies conducted In Idaho^ and Nebraska^ show that 
Inequities In taxation characteristically grow out of a 
system which permits school districts to maintain their 
Identities without operating schools#
^irst Biftnnial Report at tüa state nnmnlttA* nn
Rgprffurdratlftn af ibs Rïâïa s£. I<laha» iw - iw ,Boise, Idaho, pp. 22-26.
^Kenneth McIntyre, Local School VinanAA ̂  Nebraska, 
Unpublished Doctor's Dissertation, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, 19W, p# 68.
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BEVENT3E RECEIPTS
Revenue received by the various districts comes from 
county apportionment I state aid, federal aid, and local 
taxation* The figures on revenue receipts can be seen In 
Table I#
Several of the common districts had very low figures 
on revenue received# District 20 had receipts of only 
$630*62, District 32 had receipts of only $^36*50, and 
District 22 had receipts of $1,078*40* In the Independent 
and consolidated school districts the revenue receipts were 
of course higher, because the cost of operating either of 
these types of schools was much greater*
Usually, extremely low revenue receipts In common 
districts are found where schools are closed* In many 
cases common districts have revenue receipts which will not 
begin to take care of the current expenditures of the 
district* Expenditures must then be taken care of through 
reserve funds or by registering warrants* The Information 
on registered warrants Is shown In a later table*
Small amounts received can be traced back to dis­
tricts with low mill levies* This Is Important to remember 
because these districts are generally the ones not operating 
schools*
The Onlda Independent District was unable to meet 
Its current expenditures with the current revenue receipts*
21
This district had to do the same as the common school dis­
tricts, go to their reserve funds or register warrants.
CDRRBRT EXPBRDITt]BB8
Table I reveals the current expenditures of the 
various school districts. The point has already been 
stressed that expenditures were higher than receipts in some 
districts. The implication from this might veil be that 
these districts vere quite veil off and had good reserve 
funds to fall back on. These districts vere using the 
reserve funds and levering the current mill levy. Districts 
vith the love St current expenditures are once again those 
sending their children to other districts.
In examining Table I, large differences are apparent 
in the amount of expenditures for the various districts*
CDRBENT SXPENDITUBES PER ENHOLl^ PUPIL
It is interesting to look into the figures for the 
various school districts to see vhat the cost per pupil vas 
in each district. From Table I it is noted in costs per 
pupil in the common districts, the lev figure vas $17^.91 
in District 23, and the high figure vas $1,16^.68 in Dis­
trict 12. In the independent district the figure vas 
$307.72 in Qnida, District 1, and in the consolidated dis­
trict the figure vas $332.90 in Agar, District 1.
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Notably Table I shows that the school districts with 
the larger enrollments vere the districts %dilch have the 
smaller costs per pupil* It stands to reason that the 
ordinary common school can handle ten students at very 
little more than it would cost to handle one student, using 
the same teacher, the same amount of heat, light and other 
items. As an example, if it costs $2,500 to operate a 
school for one student for one term, the same school could 
be operated for very little more money for ten students. 
Thus, the cost per pupil would drop considerably for the 
school with the larger teacher-pupil ratio.
The taxpayers in financially efficient districts, 
had the highest taxes to pay, in spite of their efficiency. 
These districts are the independent and consolidated dis­
tricts, which in general had much higher mill levies than 
the ccanmon districts. The independent and consolidated dis­
tricts had lower current expenditure-per-pupil figures 
than did the common districts even though they maintained 
high schools in which the cost of education was mu#h higher 
than in the elementary schools in the county.
The overall averages for the three types of districts 
show that the expenditure per pupil for the common districts 
was $392.73) for the Independent district $307.72, and for 
the consolidated district $322.90.
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SCHOOL BUILDINGS AND SITES, FURNITUBE AND EQUIPMENT
As shown In Table II vaines on buildings and sites in 
common districts ranged from $750*00 in District 23 to 
$16,000.00 in District 16. District 16 has a new brick 
building which accounts for the high figure* Many districts 
have buildings which are nothing more than "sheds," as can 
be seen by the valuation figures placed upon these buildings* 
Only one building in the common school districts is not of 
frame construction. This is the brick building in District 
16.
The low valuation figures on furniture and equipment, 
as shown by Table II, in Common School Districts 23 and 7 
are an indication of very poorly equipped schools. Four 
districts have not used their schools for years and these 
schools are in very poor physical shape.
Reorganization is easier in a county that does not 
have highly valued buildings and equipment than one that has 
many new and highly valued facilities. The taxpayers of the 
district would not stand to lose much on poor buildings and 
equipment.
The independent and consolidated districts also have 
some poor buildings, including one frame building. Overall 
plant facilities in the schools are good.
2>f
II
VALUE OP SCHOOL BUILDINGS AND SITES, FURNITUBE ANDEQUIPMENT OF SCHOOL DISTRICTS IN SULLY COUNTY, 1950-1951
Ssama gdlQgl District*ValuationDistrict Building and Site Furniture and Equipment
2 (1-2) $ 2,000.00 $ *00.00
3 (1-2) 2,500.00 1,000.00
5 (1-2-3) k,000.00 1,000.00
6 (1-2) 1,500.00 750.00
7 (1-2) 800.00 300.00
8 3,000.00 600.00
9 800.00 400.00
10 (1-2-3) 5,000.00 1,100.00
11 (1-2-3) ^,000.00 800.00
12 (1-2) 3,950.00 830.00
13 800.00 100.00
l»f (1-2) 2,700.00 750.00
15 2,330.00 500.00
16 16,000.00 2,000.00
17 1,000.00 500.00
IS (1-2) 000.00 1,000.00
19 (1-2) 6,000.00 2,000.00
20 (1-2) 3,200.00 800.00
21 1,500.00 500.00
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lABIJB II (continued)
VALUE OP SCHOOL BUILDINGS AND SITES, FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT OP SCHOOL DISTRICTS IN SULLY COUNTY, 1950-1951
District
Common gsbSBl Districts ValuationBuilding and Site Furniture and Equipment
22 t 750.00 $ 375.00
23 750.00 200.00
2»f (1-2-3) 3,000.00 800.00
25 (1-2) 5,000.00 1,000.00
26 (1-2) 3,000.00 400.00
27 (1-2) 6,500.00 350.00
28 2,000.00 400.00
31 1,500.00 400.00
32 * 2,200.00 500.00
33 1,000.00 500.00
Indeuendent School District
1 (Onlda) 115,000.00 20,000.00
Consolidated School District
1 (Agar) 45,000.00 10,000.00
Totals for Each True of District
Common 90,780.00 20,455.00
Independent 115,000.00 20,000.00
Consolidated 45,000.00 10,000.00
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SCHOOL BUILDINGS AND BUILDING UTILIZATION
In the common school districts, there vere fifty one- 
room hnlldlngs# Of these buildings just mentioned, fifteen 
vere not being used for school purposes. This means that 
about 30 per cent of all common school buildings were closed. 
The reason for the closed buildings was mainly that the 
children of the closed schools were sent to other districts. 
Some districts have kept only ope open to the children of 
each district. (See Table III)
The Independent and consolidated districts made use 
of every building In their districts. Both districts con­
tain an elementary school and a high school.
It Is quite clear from the picture presented here and 
the figures In Table III that many of the buildings vere not 
needed. The value of these buildings Is so low that it 
would be a small matter to dispose of them with little loss 
to y%e districts. This Is an Important point In the plan 
for district reorganization.
CENSUS, ENROLLMENT, AND AVERAGE DAILY ATTENDANCE
The census figures of the various school districts 
are divided Into two categories. The ages six to sixteen 
cover the children of compulsory school age, while the age 
group of seventeen to twenty-one covers children of possible 
high school age.
TABLE III
SCHOOL BUILDINGS AND BUILDING UTILIZATIONIN THE SCHOOL DISTRICTS OF SULLY COUNTY
DURING THE YEAR 1950-1951
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District
Common School Districts 
One More ThanRoom One Ro w  Nnmber UsedSchools Schools During Year
Nnmber Not Used During Year
2 2 2
3 2 2
5 3 2 1
6 2 2
7 2 2
8 2 2
9 1 1
10 3 2 1
11 3 1 2
12 2 1 1
13 1 1
1̂ » 2 1 1
15 1 1
16 1 1
17 1 1
18 2 1 1
19 2 2
20 2 2
28
TÂBI£ III (contlimed)
SCHOOL BtJILDIHGS AIID BUILDING UTILIZATION IN THE SCHOOL DISTRICTS OP SULLY COUNTY DURING THE YEAR 1950-1951
Common School ]U2lê£l9.tS One More Than Room One Room Nnmber Used District Schools Schools During Year
Number Not Used Dnrlng Year
21 1 1
22 1 1
23 1 1
2^ 3 2 1
25 2 1 1
26 2 2
27 2 1 1
28 1 1
31 1 1
32 1 1
33 1 1
1 (Onlda)
Indenendent School District 
2 2
1 (Agar)
Sss3î s?llî JisSk Sshûûl PJLg.tTJL<Lfc 
2 2
Common 50 35 15
Indep# 2 2
Consol. 2 2
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Among the common districts, those with no schools open 
have fewer children as Is shown by the census figures In 
Table IV# Examples of this are Districts 6 , 22 , 26 and 32. 
The small census figures might point to small enrollments 
In future years, although the census figures of a district 
do not Include tuition students from other districts.
The average dally attendance figures In the various 
districts do not follow a definite pattern, but the fact Is 
noticeable that the absenteeism was much greater In some 
districts than It was In others# Illustrations of this as 
shown In Table IV were Districts 8, 15, 21 and 28. Absen­
teeism In these districts may have been due to sickness, 
but probably more to winter road conditions or to the fact 
that districts were In, or near, the flood area of the 
county#
In reference to Table TV, the average days of attend- 
auice for the common school districts was 155*9 days per 
student; for the Independent district, 159*2 days; and for 
the consolidated district, 158.1. Where transportation was 
furnished (In the consolidated district) the average number 
of days of attendance per pupil was higher than In the 
common school districts# It was also higher In the Inde­
pendent district, but this was to be expected because 
students were closer to school# A significant conclusion Is 
that transportation problems did not result In a greater
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TABLE IV
CENSUS, ENROLLMENT, AND AVERAGE DAYS OF ATTENDANCE OF SCHOOL DISTRICTS IN SULLY COUNTY, 1950-1951
Commnm School Districts 
Census Average DaysDistrict 6-16 16-21 Total Enrollment Attendance
2 (1-2) 8 12 9 155.7
3 (1-2) 13 6 19 11 155.2
5 (1-2) 21 8 29 19 162.6
6 3 5 8
7 (1-2) 15 7 22 13 161.6
8 (1-2) Ih 6 20 15 li»3.7
9 9 2 11 10 160.3
10 (1-2) 22 12 3»̂ 13 156.0
11 9 5 Ik 7 152.6
12 5 6 11 3 155.1
13 h k k 165.3
Ih h 6 10 k 160.0
15 Ih 8 22 12 l>f2.2
16 12 7 19 10 171.7
17 7 6 13 6 167.3
18 12 5 17 10 157.1
19 (1-2) 12 h 16 13 162.1
20 8 2 10 7 150.1
21 6 6 6 lWo.6
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TABI£ IT (continued)
CSHSU8, ENROUMBNI, AND AVERAGE DAIS OF AITEEDAECE OF 
SCHOOL DISTRICTS IE STJLII CODETI, 1950-1951
District
Common ggbsal Districts Census6-16 16-21 Total Enrollment
Average Days 
Attendance
22 3 1 4
23 Ilf 14 16 150.7
2»f (1-2) 18 8 26 17 161.0
25 9 8 17 6 145.5
26 9 7 16
27 10 2 12 9 157.2
28 11 8 19 16 132.2
31 3 3 6 164.6
32 1 3 4 ■
33 If 1 5 5 169.5
TnA*n*nAAnt District
1 (Onida) 133 62 195 216 159.2
Consolidated School District
1 (Agar) if6 17 63 77 158.1
Totals tcæ Each pme of District
Common 280 137 417 247 155.9
Indep. 133 62 195 216 159.2
Consol. 46 17 63 77 158.1
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amoimt of absenteeism than vas eneountered In small mral 
schools within walking distance of the pupils' homes.
PÜPIL-TEACHEB RATIOS
The range of pupils per teacher in the districts of 
the county showed a wide spread from the lowest to the high­
est ratio. District sl common district, had an average of 
only 3 pupils for each teacher, while District 1 (Onida), 
an independent district, had the high figure of 15*^2 pupils 
for each teacher. The ratio of the common school district 
based on the average for each type of district was 7.48 
pupils for each teacher. The consolidated district (Agar) 
had a ratio of 1$.04 pupils per teacher.
In the common districts each building generally had 
one teacher. If more than one teacher was employed by a 
district, it was probably because more than one school 
was in operation in the district.
As shown in Table V many districts had such small 
enrollments that several districts would need to be com­
bined in order to give the students the many advantages of a 
graded school. In this type of school the children would 
be placed in separate grades with one grade per teacher, 
permitting more specialization on the part of the teacher, 
and also permitting pupils to work in groups of similar age 
levels. The added costs of transportation would ordinarily
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TABLE 7
PUPIL-TEACHBR RATIO OF SCHOOL DISTRICTS IB SULLY COUNTY
1950-1951
District
■«» aassl Districts Enrolled Pupils Teachers Pupils per Teacher
2-2
3-2
5-2
6
7-2
3-2
9
10-2
11
12
13
1»»
15
16
17
18 
19-2 
20 
21
9
11
19
13
15
10
13
7
3
h
h
12
10
6
10
13
7
6
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
>».5
5.5
9.5
6.5
7.5 
10.
6.5 
7. 
3. 
h, 
h,
12.
10.
6.
10.
3.5 
7. 
6.
TABLE 7 (contlimed)
PDPIl-TEACHER RATIO OF SCHOOL DISTRICTS IH SULLY COURTY
1950-1951
District
Common School Districts Enrolled Pupils Teachers Pupils per Teacher
22
23 16 1 16.
24-2 17 2 8.5
25 6 1 6.
26
27 9 1 9.
28 16 1 16.
31 6 1 6.
32 .
33 5 1 5.
Indeoendent School District
1 (Qnida) 216 14 15.4
Consolidated
1 (Agar) 77 5 15.4
Average PuDil-Ieacher Ratio for Each Ime of District
Cammon 247 33 7.4
Indep* 216 14 15.4
Consol* _______72 _ ..... S _______ 15.4l .
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be more than offset by the saving gained by the higher 
teacher-pupil ratios.
Modern education, with all that the term implies, is 
impossible in the great majority of the schools as they have 
been operated in Sully County; and even if it vere possible, 
the cost would be prohibitive.
There is a very direct relationship between Table I 
and what has just been discussed. Table I shows that 
districts with small enrollments had definitely higher per- 
pupil costs than had districts with larger enrollments.
Two advantages of independent and consolidated 
districts are that elementary school pupils are generally 
grouped by grades and taught accordingly, and high schools 
are maintained with the districts and controlled by the 
people in the home districts. However, as has been pre­
viously pointed out, present district organization and laws 
place a financial handicap on districts maintaining high 
schools, the burden falling most heavily on non-agriçultural 
property.
IHDEBTEDHESS OF DISTRICTS
Table 71 shows only the school districts of the 
county which had an indebtedness. The majority of the 
school districts in Sully County were debt free.
The table shows both the bonded and warrant Indebted-
36
TABLE VI
IBDEBTEDHESS OP THE SCHOOL DISTRICTS OF SOLLY COORTY AT THE EBD OF THE SCHOOL TEAR 1950-1951
District
CfflMon School Districts 
Bonded Warranted TotalIndebtedness
2 $ 1,953.80 $ 1,953.80
13 5.50 5.50
15 .>to .1*0
18 81.00 81.00
27 1 100.00 100.00
Indeoendent School District
1 (Onlda) $10,000.00 $19,873.It $29,873.lt
Consolidated School District
1 (Agar) - •
Totals for Each Typ.cj gg District
Common 1 100.00 $ 2,0t0.70 $ 2,lt0.70
Indep* $10,000.00 $19,873.lt $29,873.1t
Consol*
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ness of the districts. In the common districts only Dis­
trict 27 had a bonded indebtedness while District 2 had a 
warranted indebtedness of $1,993#80, which was the largest 
debt of the common school districts.
Independent District 1 (Onida) had a debt of 
$29,873# 1̂ # This was a large debt but It did not exceed the 
South Dakota limitation of 5 per cent upon the assessed 
valuation of the taxable property.?
The small indebtedness of these districts should 
lessen the difficulties facing a program of reorganization. 
The problem of how to pay the debts of the districts if 
reorganization took place would be a minor problem, and has 
been satisfactorily worked out in many states in which reor­
ganization programs are already under way.^
The sources of revenue for school districts in South 
Dakota are the apportionment of the permanent school funds 
(state sources), apportionment of the county general school 
fund, state aid, federal aid, county high school tuition 
levy, and local taxation.
TUITIOK RECEIPTS 
Table VII deals with tuition receipts and shows only
^Constitution, State of South Dakota, Article III,Sec. h.
^Kenneth E. McIntyre, Ph. D., "School Redistricting in the hS States," American School Board 120:26,April 1950.
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District
TABLE VII
TUITION RECEIPTS OP SCHOOL DISTRICTSIN SULLY COUNTY, 1950-1951
Samsn gsbssi Districts Prom Other Districts
9
11
15
19
23
28
31
1 (Onlda) 
1 (Agar)
Common
Indep*
Consol*
Independent School District 
Consolidated jgsbggl District
Totals for Each Type of District
$ 830*97
259*90 
300*00 
926*10 
197.92 
350.82 
640.00
$10,577.00 
$ 3,890*00
$ 3,505*71 
$10,577*00 
$ 3,890*00
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the districts which received tuition* The majority of the 
common districts did not receive tuition students, but all 
of the independent and consolidated districts did have tui­
tion students. The main reason for this was that both of 
the independent and consolidated districts operate high 
schools which serve students who lived in districts not 
operating high schools. In a few instances individuals paid 
tuition to other ccmmion districts for the education of their 
children even though there was a school in their own district.
District 19, Okobojo, received the largest amount of 
tuition payments of all the common school districts, $926.10. 
This tuition was received fToa grade school students of 
neighboring districts. Independent district (Onida) 
received $10,577*00. The principal reason for this was that 
the district operates a large high school and, therefore, 
there is a wide curriculum to choose from attracting stu­
dents from a large area. The consolidated district, (Agar), 
which had a small enrollment, received $3,890.00 in tuition. 
This high school is needed because of distance of travel 
and convenience for that part of the county.
In studying districts which receive tuition students, 
one notes with interest, referring back to Table 1, that 
these same districts run quite low on current expenditures 
per enrolled pupil, but at the same time the mill levies 
for the districts were high. The conclusion seems to be
40
that the htcrden of taxation was greatest In those districts 
which operated schools, even though they vere more efficient 
both financially and educationally than the districts 
operating no schools#
A situation worth noting was described in a recent 
publication of the South Dakota State Department of Public 
Instruction#? Although the state permits a high school 
district to collect a maximum of $35 per month in tuition 
charges for high school pupils, the average cost in 194-8- 
1949 was $42#07— excluding costs of maintenance, fixed 
charges, capital outlay, and debt service, which the high 
school district must assume#^^ It might seem strange that 
districts maintaining high schools would clamor, as they 
do, for students who must be instructed by law at less-than- 
cost tuition rates; however, unless expansion of the plant 
is necessary to acecssodate such students, it would usually 
be "poor business" not to do this# Such situations are the 
inevitable product of inadequate district organization#
TEACHER SALARIES 
In Sully County, the salaries paid by the different
^Tuition South Dakota Schools# Bulletin No# 40, 
State Superintendent of Public Instruction, Pierre, S. D#, May 1946, p# 13.
^^State Department of Public Instruction. Research Bulletin gg# it, Pierre, S. D#, February 9, 1950#
hi
districts varied considerably, as can be seen In Table VIII. 
Many school districts vlth small enrollments paid higher 
salaries than others vlth large enrollments. This may be 
entirely all right If qualifications of teachers warrant it.
The average salaries for the common districts ranged 
from $1,791.40 In District 13 to $2,295.00 In District 9.
For the Independent and consolidated school districts the 
average salaries were higher with an average salary of 
$2,400.00 In the elementary grades. Also It should be noted 
that In these districts the high school salaries run higher 
than the grade school salaries, a condition which Is under­
standable In that qualifications are generally higher for 
the secondary schools than for the elementary schools; how­
ever, many school districts still discriminate against 
elementary school teachers even when qualifications are 
equal to, or above, those of high school teachers. The 
highest salaries and highest average salaries In both high 
school and elementary schools go to teachers In the Inde-. 
pendent and consolidated districts. In all probability. If 
the districts of Sully County were reorganized to provide 
larger and fewer schools, the salary picture would be much 
brighter for the teachers of the newly organized districts 
and a definite salary schedule could be set up.
In general low teacher salaries accompany low quali­
fication standards. A study of schools with some type of 
salary scale will bear out this statement. High school
h2
XABLB Till
lEACHBBS» SATABTBS IH THE SCHOOL DISTRICTS 
CF SDLLI CODHTT DDRIHG THE TEAR 1950-1951
District
Ggmpn School Number 
Teachers Salaries
AverageSalaries
2 2 $ 3,869.90 $ 1,934.95
3 2 230.00 2,115.00
5 2 3,915.30 1,957.65
6
7 2 4,378.06 2,189.03
8 2 3,986,11 1,993.05
9 1 2,295.00 2,295.00
10 2 4,230.10 2,115.05
11 2,027.00 2,027.00
12 1 2,119.00 2,119.00
13 1 1,791.40 1,791.40
Ih 1 2,249.99 2,249.99
15 1 1,980.00 1,980.00
16 1 2,121.10 2,121.10
17 1 1,806.00 1,806.00
18 1 2,115.00 2,115.00
19 3,964.60 1,982.30
20 1 2,070.02 2,070.02
21 1,993.50 1,993.50
^3
table Till (oontlnned)
TEACHERS' SALARIES IH THE SCHOOL DISTRICTS OF SDLLT CODHTT DDRIRG THE TEAR 1950-1951
SSBBSB School Districts RtDBber Total AverageDistrict Teachers Salaries Salaries
22
23 1 1,998,60 1,998.60
24 2 4,194.60 2,097.30
25 1 1,935.00 1,935.00
26
27 1 2,030.40 2,030.40
28 1 2,134.89 2,134.89
31 1 2,095.20 2,095.20
32
33 1 1,791.60 1,791.60
iDdepenaent School District (Elementary)
1 (Onlda) 8 17,200.00 2,400.00
Independent School District (High School)
1 (Onlda) 6 22,087.39 3,681.23
Consolidated School District 
1 (Agar) 2 4,800.00 2,400.00
Consolidated School District (High g<Aasl)
1 (Agar) 3 11,110.00 3,703.33
Mf
TABI£ VIII (continued)
TSA.CB&R8’ SALARIES IN THE SCHOOL DISTRICTS CP SULLY COUNTY DURING THE YEAR 1950-1951
Totals £s£ Bach Type gg District (Elementary)flSber Total AverageDistrict Teachers Salaries Salaries
Common 33 $67,322*37 $2,040*06
Indep. 8 $17,200*00 $2,400.00
Consol. 2 $ 4-,800*00 $2,400.00
No high schools In common districts*High school Independent and Consolidated districts the same as above.
salariés vere higher than elementary salaries In most cases, 
as has already been stressed. It Is significant to recall 
that It was the rural pupils, In general, %dio were taught by 
persons with the lowest salaries. Assuming that high sal­
aries and the benefits of living In towns and cities tend to 
attract the better teachers, then one most conclude that the 
least prepared teachers can be fotmd In the rural schools.
The above reasoning has further substantiation In 
Table 1%, page 4^, which shows the certificates held by 
teachers In the various school districts of Sully County.
TEACHER CERTIFICATION
The teachers of Sully County are the holders of a 
number of different kinds of certificates for teaching.
These certificates, with a brief explanation of each, are 
listed below:
1# A "State Permit" Is a special certificate Issued to a teacher who does not have a certificate or whose certificate does not meet the requirements for the position to be filled by the teacher. This special certificate Is Issued for a period of one year. If a qualified teacher Is available for the position, no 
special permit Is to be Issued. Permits are requested by the county superintendent of schools for the common schools and by the local superintendent for the Inde­
pendent and consolidated schools.
2. .A "First Grade Certificate" Is Issued to an Indi­vidual upon successful completion of a special one-year course In education. A minimum of thirty semester hours Is needed to obtain the certificate. This certificate Is good only In rural schools, unless a permit Is granted for other usage.
^6
3* A "Second Grade Certificate" is no longer issued^ If any are still in force they will not be renewed npon expiration* This certificate was issned as an emergency measure to meet the teacher shortage during the war years. It was given to high school graduates idio took 
special summer school work and passed a special exam^ ination.
h» A "State Certificate" is granted upon successful completion of a special two-year course in teacher training. A minimum of sixty semester hours of college credit is required. This certificate is good for elem­entary grades only^ unless a permit is issued allowing the holder to teach in a high school.
5. A "State Primary Certificate" is issued to an individual who has completed a special two-year kinder­garten-primary course. This certificate allows a teacher to teach only in the first three grades.
6. A "High School General Certificate" is issued to those who have earned a Bachelor's Degree, with a major in some academic field. It allows a teacher to teach in any grade from kindergarten through high school.
7. A "High School Special Certificate" is issued to those who have earned a Bachelor’s Degree, with a major in some special subject such as Music, Art and others. Educational requirements are the same as for a High School General Certificate.
8. A "Life Professional Certificate." a "High School Permanent Certificate," cuad a "Life Diploma" are the same type of certificate. To receive the certificate one must earn twenty-seven quarter hours of graduate credit, and must present satisfactory evidence of at least forty-five months of actual and successful teaching experience. Any person who has a Master's Degree automatically qualifies for the certificate, if the individual has had five years of successful teaching 
experience.
From an examination of Table IX, it is quite apparent 
that the qualifications of teachers in the independent and 
consolidated school districts were higher than those in the 
common school districts. This was partially due to the
^7
TABLE IX
CERTIFICATIOH OF TEACHERS IN THE SCHOOL DISTRICTS 
OF SULLY COUNTY DURING THE YEAR 1950-1951
District
C n i m n n n _______
State State First Second State
Certificate Primary Grade Grade Permits
2 1
3 2
5 1
6
7 1
8 1
?
10
11
12
13
Ih 1
15
16
17 1
18 1
19 1
20 1
21 1
22
1
1
TABLE IX (continued)
CEBTIFICATIOR CP TEACHERS IH THE SCHOOL DISTRICTS 
OP SDLLT CODMTY DDRIHG THE TEAR 1950-1951
District
Common gshggl Pi@trl9ta „State State First Second Certificate Primary Grade Grade StatePermits
23 1
24 1 1
25 1
26
27 1
28 1
31 1
32
33 1
District
Ss|ssl Platrlft
Certificate General Certificate
StatePrimary
1 (Qaida) Z \ 1 Consolidated Scbool District 1
1 (Agar) 
District
2 1 2
Ina at PlatrletLife HeS. State State First Sec. Cert. Gen. Cert. Prim. Grade Grade StatePermits
Cosmion 5 19 6 3
ladep* . 2 4 7 1
Consol* 2 1 2
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fact that First Grade Certificates, requiring only one year 
of professional training, are valid aoly in schools under 
the supervision of the county superintendent. Fifty-eight 
per cent of the common school teachers in the county held 
no better than a First Grade Certificate, whereas all of 
the elementary school teachers in independent and consoli­
dated districts held certificates of higher rank. As 
previously pointed out, the common school teachers received 
salaries that were much lower, on the average, than those 
of eleementary school teachers in independent and consoli­
dated districts. The fact that salaries and qualifications 
tend to present a similar pattern is not surprising, and it 
is one of the most compelling arguments for redistricting. 
Better schools attract better teachers, and they can afford 
better teachers. Large administrative units tend to employ 
teachers with high qualifications.
High school teachers hold certificates requiring 
higher qualifications, primarily because the legal standards 
are higher.
CHAPTER III 
CRITERIA OF A GOGD SCHOOL DISTRICT
The standards or criteria of a good school district 
have been established by the National Commission on School 
District Reorganization, after a thorough study of the 
reorganization problem. In the book, Your School District, 
the Commission discusses school district reorganization in 
the United States, characteristics of effective school 
districts, a proposed plan of action, and redistricting 
problems in selected states. The criteria established by 
this Commission are recognized to be the most authoritAtive 
thus far brought out. The Commission was made up of experts 
in the field of school administration and organization.
The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the 
characteristics of a good school district, as set forth by 
the National Commission and other authorities in the field 
of redistricting.
School district a Natural Community Area. An effec­
tive school district is organized around community life and 
draws strength from it in many ways. Communities are com­
posed of neighborhoods, and the relationships between these
^Howard A. Dawson, gi al, Your School District, (Department of Rural Education of the National Education Association, Washington 6, D. C., 19N-8)*
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two types of areas of association are Intimate. Neighbor­
hoods are characterized by close, personal, face-to-face 
relationships. The boundaries of a neighborhood are quite 
easily recognized by the people who live in it.
The rapid development in transportation has caused 
people to secure services from larger community centers, 
rather than in the ordinarily small neighborhood. The rural 
neighborhood is rapidly decreasing in importance as a unit 
of rural social organization. In the place of the neighbor­
hood is the rural community center, which generally is a 
small town surrounded by several rural neighborhoods. The 
tendency is for the natural interest area to be the commu­
nity unit, rather than the neighborhood.
The commission makes the following statement in 
regard to the community area idea:
The administrative structure for the support and control of public schools should be adjusted to the natural process of community living. Basic units should not be smaller than the area included within the boundaries of the natural sociological community. There is strong evidence that the administrative area and the natural community should be coterminous.^
The most satisfactory attendance area for a high 
school should be one that has the same boundaries with the 
natural community. There may be more than one elementary 
attendance area in an administrative area. A desire to
Dawson §Si al., p. 72.
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avoid transporting small children a relatively long distance 
to and from school often justifies the maintenance of several 
attendance areas within a community district. Such atten­
dance areas should he located In the well recognized neigh­
borhoods.
A number of authorities In the field of organization 
and administration recognize the natural community area as 
the most Important criterion In a program of reorganization. 
Moehlman states :
The community organization should be developed around natural concentrations of population and social and eco­nomic Interests large enough to enable the local dis­trict to share In the burden of current expense and to permit the development of an adequate program for child and adult educational, avocatlonal, and recreational needs. The dominant trend In thought concerning struc­tural reconstruction appears to favor the creation of a school district growing out of the naturally related social, economic, and educational Interests of the people and also to provide means whereby the adult com­munity may participate In formal and Informal programs of continuing education along rehabilitation, Improve­ment, avocatlonal, and civic lines.3
States with reorganization programs, through their 
reorganization committees, have strongly stressed the impor­
tance of the local community center as the leading factor In 
a program of reorganization.
Program. À district should have an edu­
cational program which can best satisfy the needs of the
^Arthur B. Moehlman, School Admlnlstration (New 
York, Houghton Mifflin, 1940), pp. 152-175»
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partictilar eommxinlty* These needs will vary considerably 
in the different sections of the country»
To meet the needs of the community, the school dis­
trict must be able to maintain both an elementary school and 
a secondary school# The elementary school should provide 
for the needs of children from the kindergarten level 
through grade six; or grade eight, if the traditional 8-^ 
plan of organization is retained# It should provide for the 
following, as suggested by the Commission:
1» Good teachers who can understand and guide their youth#
2. A building well adapted to the kind of education­al opportunities that children need#
'3# Attractive school grounds with ample play space#
^# The services of a school nurse and a school physician#
5# A school lunch program which gives every child a well balanced noon meal#
6# Textbooks and other instructional materials fur­nished without cost#
7» A library of well selected books available at all times#
8# Auditory and visual aids for the instructional program#
9# General supervisory assistance for art, music, and other programs#^
The secondary school must provide for the needs of
toawson si, &1#, pp# 7^75.
5^
students from grade seven or nine through grade twelve* 
According to the commission It should have:
1. A staff of well qualified teachers*
2. An Instructional program which offers well or­ganized educational experiences In the various academic and general fields*
3# A well constructed and equipped building for classrooms and activities*
A program of group activities Including athlet­ics, clubs, social affairs, and others*
5* A vocational education program*^
Standards si Size for Attendance Areas* The size of 
attendance areas will vary In different sections of the 
country because of factors of topography, climatic con­
ditions, roads and other transportation facilities, and 
population distribution* In some areas It will be desirable 
to have all children from the kindergarten level through 
grade twelve attend the same school* In other localities 
It will be more desirable to have a six year secondary 
school, with pupils from kindergarten through grade six 
attending a separate school* m  large administrative units 
It may be desirable to maintain one or more junior high 
schools in addition to senior high schools and various 
elementary schools*
The Commission shows that the Interests of children
^Ibld*, pp* 75-76.
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will best be served 1ft
1# The enrollment In the kindergarten and grades 
one through six Is not fever than one hundred seventy- five pupils with twelve or more teachers.
2. The enrollment in Junior and Senior high school grades Is not fever than three hundred pupils or seventy- five pupils In each.age group, with a minimum of twelve full time teachers#*
In some sparsely populated areas, the need to trans­
port pupils to and from school makes It desirable to modify 
these standards# The consensus In regard to time spent on 
buses by elementary children In going to and from school Is 
that these children should not be on the buses for more 
than forty-five minutes each way; time spent on buses by 
high school pupils should not exceed one hour each way# 
Elementary children should not have to walk more than a 
mile and a half to or from school, and high school pupils 
should not be required to walk more than two miles to or 
from school#^
Standards qf Size for Administrative Areas. Stand­
ards as to size of an administrative area are as follows:
The administrative unit should have enough pupils so that the educational needs now existing and those that are likely to arise In the Immediate future can be met effectively at reasonable cost; It should be large enough to attract and use to good advantage a high type
Dawson al# $ P# 8l. 
^Ibid.. p. 80.
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of edueatlonal leadership; and It should be small enough to permit people to participate effectively In the sup­port and control of the school and to share In Itsactivities#*
The staff of an administrative area which Is large 
enough to provide all of the desirable administrative and 
supervisory services would require an administrative unit 
with an enrollment of five thousand to six thousand pupils.9
vtnAneial Criteria# The assessed valuation of a pro­
posed district Is an important factor to consider# In a
state much as South Dakota, In which the burden of support­
ing schools rests to a considerable extent upon local 
property owners, It Is essential that the taxable assessed 
valuation of a school district be adequate to provide good 
schools with a reasonable tax load# Because local condi­
tions vary widely, It Is difficult to set definite standards 
as to what the assessed valuation of a school district ought 
to be# Authorities seem to be unwilling to set a definite 
figure, because of the variable nature of the problem# Some 
of the principal reasons why such a standard would not apply 
In more than one state are (1) the great differences In 
state support among the various states, (2) limitations 
placed upon mill levies In certain states, and (3) differ-
P* 86. 
p. 87.
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ences In rates of assessment among and within the various 
states*
There Is no definite criterion for 8nlly Connty or 
for the state of South Dakota; however, for purposes of 
Illustration, the relative Inadequacy of an assessed valua­
tion as high as $2,000,000 will be considered here. A 
present Constitutional provision limits school districts In 
South Dakota to an Indebtedness of 5 per cent of the taxable 
assessed valuation of a district* Since most school dis­
tricts in South Dakota must finance school building programs 
through bonds. Involving long-term Indebtedness, the ques­
tion arises as to whether 5 per cent of $2,000,000,^ or 
$100,000, would be sufficient to build a modem school 
building at current prices* With regard to current spend­
ing, the present levy limitations of 40 and 12#8 mills on 
non-agricultural and agricultural property, respectively, 
would create a serious obstacle in the way of supporting a 
modern program of education even with an assessed valuation 
as high as $2,000,000* This figure is proposed not as a 
defensible standard, but to illustrate the fact that the 
assessed valuation of a proposed new district must not be 
Ignored* This Is especially true In a state such as South 
Dakota, In which constitutional and statutory controls limit 
the ability of a school district to raise funds without 
substantial financial support from state sources*
CMPTER IV 
THE PROPOSED PIAN OF REORGANIZATION
In this chapter a proposed plan for the reorganiza­
tion of the school districts of Stilly County Is presented, 
based upon the findings as established In Chapter II and 
the criteria of a good school district as set forth In 
Chapter III.
It mast be remembered that the criteria as given in 
Chapter III are the standards for an Ideal school district 
and that it is impossible to reach these goals in every 
district In such an area as Sully County. An attempt was 
made to meet as many of these standards as possible, but 
because of the large area covered by the county, sparsity 
of population In certain sections of the county, climatic 
conditions, road conditions, and other such factors, It vas 
Impossible to meet all of the criteria as established by 
the National Commission on School District Reorganization.
Factors ia Consider iB IhS Reorganization flan. The 
most Important criterion to be considered in a plan of reor­
ganization Is that the district should be a natural commu­
nity. A survey of Sully County was made to determine the 
trade areas of the County Common School Districts. This 
survey vas made by personal Interviews with one or more
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Board members of each district or by a questionnaire sent to 
each clerk not contacted.^
Qnida is the outstanding trade center of the entire 
county; this is to be expected as Qnida is the largest city 
in the county. The survey showed a strong tendency for the 
districts located in the central and southern parts of the 
county to favor Qnida as the trade area. Agar was chosen 
as the trade center of the northern part of the county.
A trade area map (Figure 3) was made from the 
interviews and questionnaires to show where the families 
of the districts did most of their buying. From this map, 
made by drawing a line from the location of the districts 
to the favored trade town, the location of the trade 
centers is easily recognized.
The assessed valuations of the new districts must 
also be considered, as these valuations are very important 
to a plan of reorganization. Districts with more adequate 
assessed valuations will be able to offer a better educa­
tional program than will districts with valuations that are 
inadequate, especially in view of the fact that the schools 
of South Dakota are supported largely by local district 
funds.
The boards must set levies high enough to realize
^Appendix A.
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sufficient revenue to meet the cost of maintaining schools 
in the districts, but the maximum mill levies set by the 
state often make it difficult for local boards to raise the 
amount of money needed. In addition to this, the law sets 
a much lower maximum mill levy on all farm lands located in 
an independent school district than on the nonagricultural 
property of the district# As a result, the assessed valu­
ations might seem high, but in reality the valuations might 
not be large enough to provide the revenue needed#
Other factors considered in the reorganization plan 
are climatic conditions and roads# Sully County is located 
in an area which is subject to severe weather conditions# 
Several times during the winter season, schools must be 
closed because of blizzards and cold weather# Students 
often cannot reach their classrooms because of roads made 
impassable by the snowstorms# Even though some schools open 
in a short time, many students cannot get to the schools 
as the roads may not be passable. Many authorities are of 
the opinion that redistricting is sin effective incentive 
to build and maintain better roads# Until the roads are 
improved, it might be necessary to keep certain schools in 
operation that should otherwise be closed. This, however, 
should not delay the reorganization of the districts#
In reorganizing school districts the buildings to be 
used in the reorganized districts and the census and
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enrollments of the nev districts most be considered. A 
number of buildings In the county conld be utilized after a 
program of reorganization has been completed. Reorganiza­
tion does not necessarily mean that nev buildings must be 
built) but It Is probably that repair and Improvements will 
have to be considered. The number of students Is not large 
enough to bring about a problem of overcrowding In any of 
the existing school buildings of the county. The census and 
enrollments of proposed districts should also be studied 
carefully) first) to make sure that there will be enough 
students In future years to warrant the placing of the dis­
trict boundaries as proposed) and second) to make sure that 
the schools to be established will be large enough to offer 
a broad program of education.
Another Important problem to consider In. a progreus 
of reorganization Is that of transporting pupils to and 
from schools. All pupils should receive free transpor­
tation) and this must be provided by the local district 
boards of education) since the state does not support 
school transportation In South Dakota. There are several 
ways to handle the Issue ) all of which will be In the hands 
of the patrons of the districts. An Important consideration 
In the transportation of pupils Is that they must not be 
required to ride too long In going to and from school. A 
student should not have to ride on a bus over forty-five
ë
minutes*
In reorganizing school districts it must be empha­
sized that boundaries of districts do not have to conform 
to county lines; as a matter of fact, in most county 
reorganization programs, the district lines will cross 
county lines. However, in the proposed program of reorgan­
ization for Sully County, it was not necessary to cross 
county lines.
In the proposed plan of reorganization, the locations 
of high schools and elementary schools are suggested, on 
the basis of the findings of this study. The establish­
ment of attendance areas is ordinarily a problem that is 
finally decided by the people of a district after reorgan­
ization of the administrative area has been accomplished.
It is evident, therefore, that the decisions as. to the 
location of schools are actually beyond the scope of the 
present study. However, to ignore the possible locations 
of schools when determining administrative areas would be 
unwise; therefore, included in the proposed plan are 
suggestions pertaining to attendance areas. There are a 
number of possibilities for the location of attendance 
areas in each of the administrative areas of the county.
The road problem and climatic conditions of a district may 
require setting up attendance areas which should not other­
wise exist. Probably, some attendance areas could even-
6^
tnally be eliminated, by being combined with other atten- 
dance areas, and if this could be done, a better educational 
program might be offered.
Proposed The proposed plan for the
reorganization of the school districts of Sully County is 
shown in Figure The plan reduces the number of school 
districts in the county from thirty-one to two consoli­
dated districts. Each of the two districts is a natural 
community area having one high school and several elem^ 
entary schools located within the district. The high 
schools are located in Qnida and Agar, with the elementary 
schools of each district under the supervision of the 
Superintendent of Schools of each district.
The assessed valuation, census, and enrollment of 
each administrative district and its attendance areas 
are shown in Table X. Each district has an assessed valua­
tion that should provide enough revenue to finance the 
educational program of the district.
The census and enrollment figures, as shown in Table 
X, indicate that in each proposed district there are enough 
elementary pupils to make possible a good elementary school—  
except for a few outlying schools. The enrollment figures 
listed in Table X will probably increase somewhat for the 
next several years because of the increased birth rate 
following World War II. The elementary school enrollments
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TABLES X
ASSESSED VALUATION, CENSUS,CONSOLIDATED DISTRICTS ENROLLMENTS OF PROPOSEDIN SULLY COUNTY
District
ADMINISTRATIVE AREAS 
Assessed Census TotalValuation 6-16 16-21 Total Enroll. Enroll. Elem. H.S.
1 ♦ 3 ,6 5̂ ,070.50 15̂  71 225 173 137 36
2 7 ,333,257.50 305 l>f5 k50 367 252 115
Total $10,978,328.00 ‘«•59 216 675 5M5 389 151
Atten. District Area.
ATTEHDAKCE ABEASCensus Total 
6-16 16-21 Total Enroll. Enroll. Elem. H.S.
1 1 101 W) l4l 123 87 36(Agar) 8 17 11 28 15 157 15 7 22 13 132
13
10
%
12 • 4 12
31 h 3 7 6 6
2 2 2*̂ 9 122 371 323 208 115(Onlda) 27 19 9 28 ? 91^ 6 10 k h21 9 1 10 6 619 12 h 16 13 1320 8 2 10 7 733 h 1 5 5 5
Figures based on Ccmnty Superintendent Is Annual 
Report, 1950-1951*
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wotild be large enough to make possible better schools than 
now exist In the same areas.
The effect of reorganization on the tax ratct In the 
two consolidated districts Is shown In Table XI. An over­
all tax equalization program will give the schools the 
necessary funds to carry on a satisfactory educational, 
social and vocational program.
The enrollments of the high schools In the proposed 
plan are far from meeting the standards set forth In 
Chkpter III. Both of the high schools have the same enroll­
ment under the proposed plan as they had under the old 
district plan. ' There Is no doubt that this condition Is 
not Ideal, but In order to retain local control In school 
districts coinciding with natural communities, the districts 
cannot be expanded beyond the proposed boundaries.
The plan meets the criteria of providing an elemen­
tary school and a hl^ school In each district, with an 
articulated program of education from the first grade 
through the twelfth grade. It will be possible to fulfill 
most of the standards In connection with the elementary 
school and high school, such as good teachers, free text­
books and other Instructional materials, well adapted 
buildings, a school library, and many others.
Students should not have to spend an excessive amount 
of time on buses In going to and from school. The details
TABLE XI
EFFECT OF HEORGANIZAIIOK OH THE TAX RATE IN THE TWO CONSOLIDATED DISTRICTS
District Presant Tax imdar Tax Reorganization
___________(Pollagg DCT $19% Aggggg94
Differemyalnatifli
Reorganized District No. 1
Consol# 1 $37.50 $18.19 $-19.31
2 10.20 18,19 / 7.99
3 12.15 18.19 / 6.04
5 10.91 18.19 / 9.28
6 2.51 18.19 /15.68
7 15.00 18.19 / 3.19
8 11.91 18.19 / 6.28
9 8.18 18.19 /lO.Ol
10 13.70 18.19 / 4.49
11 7.09 18.19 /II.10
12 8.H 18.19 / 9.78
13 11.72 18.19 / 6.47
31 9.55 18.19 / 8.64
38: 6.12 18.19 /12.07
Reorganized District No. 2
Zndep* 1 42.37 16.79 -25.58
l»t 17.19 16.79 — .40
15 11.48 16.79 / 5.31
16 9.96 16.79 / 6.83
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TABLE ZI (Continued)
EFFECT OP REORGANIZATION ON THE TAX HATE IN THE TWO CONSOLIDATED DISTRICTS
District PresentTax_ ... (Dollars
Tax under Reorganization ner $1000 Assessed DifferenceValuation)
17 $14.86 $16.79 $/ 1.93
18 10.21 16.79 / 6.58
19 13.27 16.79 / 3.52
20 4.98 16.79 /II.81
21 11.97 16.79 / 5.82
22 2.59 16.79 /14.20
23 8.60 16.79 / 8.19
11.24 16.79 / 5.55
25 6.A . 16.79 /10.05
26 5.A 16.79 • /II.05
27 18.44 16.79 - 1.65
28 10.79 16.79 / 6.79
33 6.37 16.79 A0.42
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of the transportation problem need further study; however, 
it is a problem that the board of education of each consoli­
dated district should be able to work out satisfactorily.
One district at the present time has a number of buses to 
use for the purpose of free transportation.
One of the principal advantages of the proposed plan 
should be the creation of situations attracting capable 
leadership in each district. Whereas administrative 
leadership In the common schools at present is practically 
non-existent, under the proposed plan no child would be 
attending a school that did not have at its head a trained, 
competent superintendent. The eventual benefits of such an 
arrangement should be far-reaching.
CONCLUSION
In order to provide better educational opportunities 
for the children of Sully County, South Dakota, with 
greater financial efficiency, a reorganization of school 
districts of the county Is proposed reducing the number of 
districts from thirty-one to two.
A study of the present school districts of Sully 
County reveals a situation that is far from satisfactory in 
most cases, when evaluated in terms of accepted criteria. 
Although the districts proposed do not measure up to the 
Ideal in every respect, they come much nearer to acceptable
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standards than do the existing districts. In an area such 
as Sully County, it would be impossible to meet every 
criterion of an ideal school district.
The two districts proposed in t his study coincide 
with natural trade areas, which are believed to have all 
of the characteristics of true communities. These community 
areas were established on a basis of the results of a 
thorough study.
The primary goal of any redistricting program should 
be better educational opportunities for the children in- 
voled. The two districts proposed here would make possible 
better schools, for the following reasons:
1, Sound financial backing. Ho proposed district has a taxable assessed valuation of less than $3)500,000,
2, Larger enrollments, A broad program of curri­cular offerings at a reasonable cost is possible only when enrollments are adequate. High schools in both cases would still be the same, but more financial support would tend to improve even the small high schools,
3, Increased services. Especially in the larger schools, it would be possible and feasible to provide many needed services, including expert supervision, guidance, good libraries, and health personnel.
Articulation, The proposed districts could all provide schooling from the first grade through the 
twelfth grade, in a unified system of elementary and secondary schools,
5, Competent leadership. Each of the two proposed 
districts should be able to attract a capable, experi­
enced administrator,
6, Better teaching. Adequate school districts tend
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to offer higher salaries, require higher qualifications, and provide working conditions conducive to better results.
Many of the most important benefits of redistricting 
tend to follow the actual process of realigning adminis­
trative areas, and are, therefore, dependent upon the will 
of the people in each new district. For example, the 
location of schools within each district is highly important 
to educational and financial efficiency, and this is a 
matter that should be decided by the board of education 
after redistricting has taken place. However, the exper­
iences of other states provide ample evidence to show that 
redistricting is usually followed by wholesome changes in 
attendance areas,
SUGGESTIONS FOR FDRTHER STUDY
In connection with the problem of school district 
reorganization in Sully County the following points are 
suggestive of further study:
1, A study of plant facilities in the proposed districts to d et ermine the adequacy of existing plants and needs and costs for new buildings,
2, A study to determine the cost of providing necessary transportation services in the proposed districts,
3# A study to determine the best possible locations 
for attendance areas in each district#
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APPENDIX A
APPENDIX A
SULLY COUNTY TRADE AREA SURVEY
1. General Trade Activities (Lumbering and Building 
and Building Materials, Drugs, Farm Machinery, Groceries) 
Agar Onida
2# Religious Activities
Agar Onida
3# Social and Fraternal Activities (Farm Bureau, 
Farmers* Union, ?• T. A., Lodges)
Agar Onida
h» Recreational Activities (Athletic Contests, 
Dancing, Movies)
Agar Onida
5* High School Preference
Agar Onida
